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Technical specification for procurement and installation of 11 plastic greenhouses with iron props 
in Domiz Camp 1 
 

Quantity  - 11 units 

Tunnel (m) - Width of arch: Approx. 9.0 m 
- Max. height: Approx. 3.2 m 
- Length: Approx. 44 m 
- Distance between 1st and 2nd arch from both ends: Approx. 2.0 
- Distance between other arches: Approx.  2.5 m 
- 19 arches in total 
- Covered area: Approx. 396 m² 

Framework - Made of galvanized steel 

Frame - Constructed from 60mm diameter and 1.5mm in thickness galvanized 
pipes (45 micron from outside and inside) 

- 10 longitudinal pipes that link arches approx. 32mm diameter and 2mm 
in thickness galvanized pipes 

- 20 crop support (one for each arch except the first and last arches) has 
27mm diameter galvanized pipes 

- Stents (wind breakers) has 32mm diameter galvanized pipes  
- Each greenhouse unit has 2 large doors, two on each side. Doors can be 

lifted entirely up with an angle of 90°. The doors are made of 32mm 
galvanized pipes  

- All crosses are made from 55mm diameter and 2mm in thickness 
galvanized pipes ( the pipes of the cross through each other not over 
each other by plump) 

Cover - 200-220 micron Anti-cracking & anti-UV at least 5-9%treated 
polyethylene (the doors have to be covered with a double layer) 

- Warrantee 3-4 years 
- Anti-drops (the stripped one which prevents the condensation of the 

water droplets) 
- Color: yellowish 
- The transparency of light: at least 85% and light distribution 45% 
- Anti-dust 

Polyester  - 38-42 line 
- 2.5-3 mm diameter untie UV 
- 704-836 clips 

Insect screen 
(net) 

- 2 High quality green colored for doors (suit to the size of the doors with 
zipper in the middle) 

- 11 sheets of 13m in length along with the width 2 m (between two sheets 
of polyethylene cover)  

Wire tie down 
wire used for 
plant climbing 

- 10 rollers or about 3000m (white colored wire) 

Irrigation 
system 

- The main pipe with 3 inches to be connected to irrigation tank 100 m 
away from the site from one side and to the Irrigation network at 
greenhouses from other side.  

- High density polyethylene (HD.P.E) 
- Diameter: 3 inches 
- 2 inches pipe to be connected to the main pipe (3 inches’ pipe) from one 

side and to 1.5 inch pipe from other side (1.5 inch pipe will be connected 
to GR pipes 16 mm in the greenhouses). 

- GR pipes 16 mm in diameter and at least 1mm in thickness 
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- Nozzles: 33 cm between 2 nozzles. Resist pressure at least 4 bar 
- Fertilizer and pesticide injection system: 60L in volume, one per 

greenhouse 
- GTO for GR pipes (16 mm x 10- if 10 lines) 
- End plug 16 mm ( 8-shape x 10) 
- End Plug 2 inches’ 
- Valve 2 inches’ 
- Elbow 2 inches’ x 1 (might need 2, depending on GH settings and 

location) 
- Two filters per injection system: disc mesh 2 inches 

Installation of 
greenhouses 
and drip 
irrigation 
system 

- Cost of drip irrigation system to be included in the offer 
- 11 units of greenhouses will be delivered at the installation site, installed 

and ready to use within 30 working days from ordering date  

Warranty - A clear statement is required with the bid of the terms and conditions of 
the product warranty that will be available with the goods offered 

- Polyethylene cover is guaranteed for 36 months under the Iraqi 
conditions 

- Structure is guaranteed for 5 years against corrosion 
- Irrigation system guaranteed for 2 year 

 
 

Remark:  
 

 The bidders are requested to attach the technical Details (standards, origin, brand… etc) 

 The installation of the greenhouses should be done within 20 days. 
 


